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*Note:  As of Fall 2015, all New Brunswick undergraduates except those matriculated in the School of Engineering or the School of 

Pharmacy are governed by the Core Curriculum.   

The SEBS faculty voted to require students to meet the Core Curriculum with a few conditions specific to its mission as the School of 

Environmental and Biological Sciences.  SEBS students meet one 21C requirement in a SEBS-certified Experience-Based Education 

(EBE) course, and are required to take courses from specific subsets of the Social Analysis (SCL) courses.  For details, see 

https://sebs.rutgers.edu/core/   

Certification of courses is being done by the CRC and SAS and Affiliate Faculty under the current governing by-laws.  

 

 

KEY - CORE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS & LEARNING GOALS (*see note) 

a, b, c, d  21st C Challenges 21C 

 -  Experience-Based Education EBE 

e  f, g  Natural Sciences NS 

(h), (i), (j)  Social & Historical Analysis - General Goals HST & SCL 

k, l     -  Historical Analysis HST 

m, n     -  Social Analysis SCL 

o, p, q, r  Arts & Humanities AHo,  AHp,  AHq,  AHr 

s-1,s-2, t, u, v  Writing & Communication WCr, WCd 

w, x  Quantitative & Formal Reasoning  QQ, QR 

y, z, aa  Information Technology & Research ITR 

https://sebs.rutgers.edu/core/
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During the Spring 2017 semester, the Core Requirements Committee (CRC) reviewed 27 proposals for courses to be certified for the 

Core Curriculum.  The CRC is recommending 19 courses for initial Core certification and one (1) course for revised Core certification, 

as proposed by the offering departments.  Six (6) courses have been placed on hold waiting for more information or revision by 

departments, and one (1) course was denied certification.  The distribution of recommended certifications by Core goals is presented 

in Table 1, and the course-by-course recommendations for Core goals certification are noted below on pages 3-4. 

 

Table 1:  Spring 2017 Certification Recommendations by Core Goal 

Core Goal 
Number of 

Certifications* 

21C 5 

NS 2 

HST 4 

SCL 4 

AHo 2 

AHp 3 

AHq 1 

AHr 0 

WCr 2 

WCd 2 

QQ 1 

QR 1 

ITR 1 

 * Some courses certified for multiple goals. 

 

Three (3) courses were proposed for retirement by their offering department, following the CRC review initiated in AY 2015-16 on 

the status of courses not offered since Fall 2013. 
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The CRC recommends that the following courses be certified as meeting the Core Curriculum Requirements & Learning 

Goals listed below.  Note: cross-listed course numbers appear together. 

Course 

No(s). 
Course Title 

C
re

d
it

s 

Catalog Description 
Core Curriculum 

REQUIREMENTS 

01:050:310 Approaches to 

American Studies 

3 Introduction to interdisciplinary approaches in American Studies. Introduces 

research and writing approaches in an interdisciplinary field. 

WCD -  

s-1 + t + u + v 

01:070:112 World Prehistory 3 An overview of the world Prehistory from the first human made tools to the 

development of farming and herding. 

HST - (i) + k 

01:070:212 The Life of Primates 3 Introduction to the primate order, emphasizing the morphological and 

behavioral adaptations of the major groups. 

NS – e + f 

01:070:238 Anthropology of 

Europe 

3 European societies and cultures in modern history; changing anthropological 

perspectives. Gender, ethnicity, and class. Representations and realities of 

Europe in the making, including issues of nation-building, colonialism, mass 

culture, and violence. 

SCL - (i) + n 

01:082:275 Cinema and the City 3 Urbanism and architecture as read through film, urban planning, and social 

history associated with 20th-century cities. 

AHp - p 

01:195:382, 

01:470:354, 

01:563:355 

Kafka and World 

Literature 

3 Introduction to Kafka's work and its impact on World literature.  Topics 

include: literary modernism and European modernity; Jewish languages, 

culture, identity, and music in the early twentieth-century and beyond; minor 

and post-colonial literature; rethinking the relationship among humans, 

animals, hybrids, and monsters; and new directions in art, literature, film and 

music. Taught in English. 

AHo, AHp – o, p 

01:220:120, 

01:790:120 

Inequality 4 Economic and political explanations for the growth in U.S. income inequality 

since the 1970s; measurement of inequality; comparisons with other countries 

and with earlier eras in the U.S.; explanatory roles of discrimination, 

immigration, globalization, superstar and winner-take-all markets, party 

21C, SCL –  

b, (i) + n  
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politics, and differences between rich and poor in voting power, political voice, 

and political participation; perspectives from other social and behavioral 

science disciplines.  

01:358:203 Shakespeare and Film 3 Interpretation of Shakespeare's plays through a close reading of literary texts 

and films. 

AHp - p 

01:447:303 Computational Genetics 

of Big Data 

3 Computer-based laboratory course introducing the skills needed to analyze 

large computational genetic data sets, particularly through the application of 

the programming language. Intersection of life sciences, statistics, and/or 

computer science.  

ITR - y, z 

01:450:241 The City: Introduction 

to Urban Geography 

3 The role of cities in the world and overview of various aspects of the city, 

spanning geographical, political, climactic, psychological and socioeconomic 

analysis.  Credit not given for this course 01:450:240 and 01:450:250. 

SCL - (h) + m 

01:460:207 Oil and Gold:  The 

Good, The Bad, and The 

Ugly 

3 Introduction to the geologic setting and origin of the Earth’s natural resources.  

Topics include the exploitation of energy resources (oil and gas) and metallic 

and nonmetallic deposits and the impact of the exploitation of these natural 

resources… 

21C  - c 

previously 

approved for NS  

e + f, g 

01:508:110 Political Islam: Present 

and Past 

3 Introduction to Islamic political thought and practice. Emphasis on how 

historical knowledge can help us to understand contemporary debates over the 

place of Islam in the modern world. 

21C, HST - b,  

(i) + l 

01:508:337 Pirates, Pilgrims and 

Poets: Globalization in 

Indian Ocean History 

3 Examines the history of globalization by looking at the Indian Ocean as a space 

of economic and cultural exchange. Themes include technology and exchange, 

politics and space, people and mobility, and culture and representation. 

WCD – t+u+v 

01:512:235 Accidents and Disasters 

in the U.S. and the 

World 

3 Examines the histories of accidents and disasters in the United States and the 

world from the 17th to the 21st centuries, with particular emphasis on the 19th 

and 20th centuries. 

HST - (h) + l 
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01:595:333, 

01:840:333 

Caribbean Religion 3 Examines the history and role of the diverse religious components of the 

Caribbean basin from indigenous practices to Catholicism, Protestantism, 

Judaism, and the emergence of African belief systems. Credit not given for 

both 01:595:333 and 01:840:333. 

21C, SCL, WCR 

– b, (i) + m, 

s-1+ s-2+ v 

01:640:110 Algebra for Middle 

School Teachers 

3 Examines algebraic thinking in the context of middle school algebra, with 

emphasis on mathematical reasoning, conceptual reasoning, and 

communicating concepts effectively.  Intended for future and current K-8 

teachers. 

QQ, QR – w, x 

01:790:379 Concepts of Liberty and 

Equality:  Writing with 

Revisions in Political 

Science 

3 Prerequisite 01:355:101.  Open to Majors only. Writing in Political Science 

promotes development of competence in reading, critical thinking, and 

writing, with emphasis on the intellectual and practical skills required for the 

research paper. 

WCR - s-2 + u + v 

01:940:110 Introduction to Heritage 

Culture and Language 

Studies 

3 Analyze and understand cognitive, social and cultural aspects related to 

bilinguals speakers of a minority language in a majority-language society 

AHo, AHq – o, q 

11:550:250 History of Landscape 

Architecture 

3 The course is dedicated to students who want to grasp the history of people 

shaping their environment. The history of landscapes and gardens gives 

information about important societal and national discourses, because our 

relationship with nature is existential… 

HST - (h) + k 

11:680:103 Microbiology of 

Agricultural Products in 

New Jersey 

3 The course is a lecture and interdisciplinary engaged learning experience that 

integrates lectures, active learning exercises, team projects, presentations and 

excursions.  The course, intended for undergraduates with limited or no 

science background, introduces students to the application of microbes with a 

focus on the microbiology and culture of agricultural products in New Jersey 

and beyond. 

21C, NS – c, e + g 
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New Permanent Cross-Listings for Previously-Certified Courses: 

New 

Course 

No(s). 

Course Title 

C
re

d
it

s 

Catalog Description 
Core Curriculum 

REQUIREMENTS 

10:775:205 Statistics for Professionals1 

 

Previously-certified -  10:762:205 

3 Introduction to descriptive and inferential statistics, data presentation 

and analysis: sampling methods, probability, estimation, hypothesis 

testing, and chi-square. Prerequisite: 01:640:026. Credit not given for 

both 10:762:205 and 10:775:205, 01:960:211, or 01:960:285.    

previously approved 

for QQ, QR – w, x 

 

The CRC recommends that the following course number(s) be retired from the Core Curriculum Requirements & 

Learning Goals noted below.   

Course 

No(s). 
Course Title 

C
re

d
it

s 

Catalog Description 
Core Curriculum 

REQUIREMENTS 

560:253 Major Works of the Italian 

Renaissance  

3 Historical overview of Italian Renaissance civilization in Florence and other 

major centers; significant works of representative writers, composers, and 

artists. 

AHo, AHp – o, p 

560:260 From Literary Text to Film 3 An introduction to the cinematic adaptation of literary texts within the Italian 

context, through the analysis and discussion of pivotal narratives and their 

cinematic counterparts. No knowledge of Italian is required. 

AHo, AHp – o, p 

560:358 Love and Power in the 

Italian Renaissance  

3 The course is an interdisciplinary investigation of early modern Italian culture, 

seen from the perspective of power structures. In order to decode this complex 

web of relations, we will focus on some of the pivotal figures of 16th-century 

society. 

AHo, AHp – o, p 

 

                                                           
1
 Note also course title change from 10:762:205 - Basic Statistical Methods 
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The CRC is the only curriculum committee that reports to the SAS Executive Dean that has members from other schools in New 

Brunswick.  The CRC, therefore, has been assigned the responsibility of reviewing majors and minors proposed by other New 

Brunswick schools for SAS students.   

This proposal adds an option for SAS students of the Public Administration and Management Minor. 

The CRC recommends that the Minor in Public Administration and Management be open to SAS students. 

At the January 27, 2017 meeting, the faculty of the E.J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy (EJBSPPP) approved a new minor 

associated with the major in Public Policy (833), which is approved for SAS students. 

This proposal adds an option for SAS students of the Public Administration and Management Minor. 

843 - Minor in Public Administration and Management  Requirements (Total:  21 credits) 

Students seeking the Public Administration and Management minor must complete five core courses and two 300-level or higher 843 or 

833 electives. Students should declare the Public Administration and Management minor with their matriculating school; they need not 

apply for minor status with the Bloustein School. Only courses with a grade of “C” or better may be counted toward the minor 

program of study. 

 10:775:207  Accounting for Supervisors & Managers, or 33:011:103  Introduction to Accounting for Nonmajors (3) 

 10:843:209  Principles of Public Administration and Management,  or 01:790:342  Public Administration (3) 

 10:843/833/10:762:210  Introduction to Public Policy (3) 

 10:843:313  Government Budgeting and Finance (3) 

 10:843:315  Administrative Law and Ethical Management (3) 

 Two (2) upper-level 10:843/10:833 electives (6)  

Note:  775 is an EJB common core number used for scheduling purposes; 833 is the existing Public Policy major;  

843 is the new minor code. 

 


